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Topological states of matter
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Hall conductance TKNN invariant integer

(after Thouless, Kohomoto, 
Nightingale and den Nijs)



Quantum Hall Effect
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Hall resistivity:

The effective theory of a fractional quantum Hall liquids
Lagrangian:

[X.-G. Wen, Quantum field theory of many-body systems:
from the origin of sound to an origin of light and electrons
(Oxford University Press on Demand, 2004).]

Abelian Chern-Simons term

where



Topological Chern-Simons term
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— Chern-Simons coupling

𝑛 —Chern-Simons level

Chern-Simons term in (2+1)d:



Tasks we wanted so solve in the thesis

1. Solve classical field equations for a topological superconductor

2. Establish the existence of a deconfined quantum critical point in 
topological anisotropic ferromagnets

3. Obtain an exact bosonization duality for massless Dirac fermions
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Topological London theory
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Plane components of 
the magnetic field

- Static
- Long-wavelength 
approximation
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[Xiao-Liang Qi, Edward Witten, 
and Shou-Cheng Zhang, Phys. 
Rev. B 87, 134519 (2013)]



Topological London theory
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London screening Witten effect
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Topological London theory
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London screening Witten effect

Amplitude of the 
electric field

Magnetic field

(2+1)d for two vortices

Angular momentum
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Anyonic statistics



Deconfined quantum criticality
and bosonization duality 
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Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson paradigm of phase 
transitions
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Effective free energy in Landau’s theory

Second order phase transition!

— order parameter
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Deconfined quantum criticality
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The 
magnetic 

Néel ground 
state

valence bond solid 
(VBS) quantum 

paramagnet

[T. Senthil, A. Vishwanath, L. Balents, S. Sachdev, and M. P. A. Fisher, Science 303, 1490 (2004).]
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Chern-Simons easy-plane antiferromagnets
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CS term 

CP1 model

Maxwell term

easy-plane anisotropy
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Renormalization group (RG) analysis: 
Existence of a critical point!

This is true for an 
arbitrary value of the 

Chern-Simons coupling.                                   

Gaussian fixed 
point

𝑂(4) symmetric 
point

𝑂 2 × 𝑂(2)
fixed point
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Chern-Simons easy-plane
antiferromagnets feature a 

deconfined quantum critical 
point reached at                 .



Critical exponents — quantitative properties 
of the transition
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Correlation length critical exponent

Anomalous dimensions 𝜂
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Quantization of critical exponents
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Calculated for 
level 1 CS term
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Quantization of critical exponents
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Calculated for 
level 1 CS term
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Field theory duality
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Familiar examples : Bosonization, Jordan-Wigner, Particle-Vortex duality,…  

Berezinskii–Kosterlitz–
Thouless (BKT) 
transition in 2d

Weakly coupled
quantum field theory

Strongly coupled
quantum field theory
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Dual theory at criticality

Gauss linking number 
Topological property — Integer!

Writhe
Geometrical property — any number
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Bosonization duality for massless Dirac fermions
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Dual theory at criticality at 
level 1 CS in the original 
model
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Conclusions

1. We have obtained vortex solutions for classical field equations for a
topological superconductor in the long-wavelength limit.

2. It was shown that topological easy-plane antiferromagnets undergo a
second-order phase transition.

3. We predict quantized critical exponents for this distinct universality class.

4. We have established an explicit bosonization duality for massless Dirac
fermions.

Thank you for your attention!
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